Current status and directions for advancement of sexual and reproductive health and rights in Central and Eastern Europe
Background

The publication prepared as a follow-up of the workshop for sexual and reproductive rights and health advocates “How to address threats to sexual and reproductive health and rights (SRHR) in Central and Eastern Europe” that took place in April, 2011 in Warsaw. The aim of the publication is twofold: it summarizes the experience of workshop participants and presents the current situation regarding observance of sexual and reproductive rights in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). Further, it provides SRHR advocates with up-to-date information on the European Union’s (EU) commitments. Finally, the publication calls for renewed attention to reproductive and sexual health of Europeans and for strengthening the EU’s commitment. The current publication provides information on legal status of SRHR in CEE, data on the status of implementation of international agreements into the national legal and health systems, and identifies the legal challenges faced by reproductive health advocates in CEE.
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Comprehensive sexual and reproductive health: What it means

Reproductive and sexual health is a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease and infertility, in all matters relating to the reproductive system and its functions and processes. The right to sexual and reproductive health includes the right to have control over and to decide freely and responsibly about matters related to sexuality and whether or not to have children, and the information and means to do so, free of coercion, discrimination and violence. It also includes access to the following comprehensive services: safe motherhood, including basic and emergency obstetric services, including post abortion care, and, where legal, comprehensive abortion care; comprehensive family planning, including long-term, permanent and emergency contraception; prevention and treatment of sexually transmitted infections (STIs), including HIV/AIDS; prevention and medical response to sexual and gender-based violence, including the referral to psychosocial and legal services. A lack of quality sexual and reproductive health services can lead to high infant and maternal mortality rates, an increase in the spread of STIs, including HIV/AIDS, an increase in unwanted pregnancies and unsafe abortions, and increased premature women’s mortality and morbidity rates. The WHO’s working definition of sexual rights includes a right to achieve “the highest attainable standard of sexual health, including access to sexual and reproductive health care services”. Other rights listed under sexual rights include rights to sexuality education and bodily integrity, and the right to “pursue a satisfying, safe and pleasurable sexual life” (2011).

Reproductive and sexual rights are firmly rooted in the most basic human rights principles guaranteed by international law. United Nations, the Council of Europe, and the EU institutions address the panoply of issues that are included in the reproductive and sexual rights framework.

Sexual and Reproductive Rights and Health in Central and Eastern Europe

Generally speaking, the atmosphere around the reproductive and sexual rights and health (SRHR) in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) can be characterized by:

- the growing influence coming from the religious forces (esp. Catholic, Orthodox, Muslim),
- demographic policies fuelled by nationalist discourse,
- financial crisis influencing the state of public health care,
- novelty of the concept of sexual and reproductive rights as well the idea of human rights,
- lack of sexuality education and family planning infrastructure.

The prevailing outcomes of the situation resulting from intermingling of the above mentioned factors are low awareness of the sexual and reproductive rights in society, low prevalence of modern contraception, growing number of sexually transmitted infections (STIs), and growing number of heterosexual HIV infection.

Addressing SRHR in the EU and CEE

While, within the EU, the principal responsibility for health policy rests with Member States, not all of them have the same available resources, tools or pools of expertise to address the different causes to health inequalities. Moreover, although not all the countries from the region belong to the EU, the EU has enormous influence on policies at the global, regional and national levels. It is also important to note that, as a result of large-scale economic decline in the former communist states of CEE and the former Soviet Union, major indicators of the health status of their populations and of their health care systems have shown dramatic deterioration.

Health care systems in CEE – general characteristics

Although fleshing out the patterns of health care reform across the CEE is a complicated endeavor, it is important to note that the health systems of the CEE countries are still in transition, and they have undergone a number of reforms. The level of offered services is low, the access to reproductive health (RH) supplies and services is unevenly distributed among men/women and rural/urban areas. It seems that decentralization in financing the introduction of two new sources of funding: social health insurance contributions and out-of-pocket payments are still major challenges faced by CEE health systems. Lack of resources haunting health care sector often obstructs the establishment of effective mechanism monitoring the implementation of international regulations regarding reproductive health. However, it is essential to note that the RH deficiency is not due exclusively to reforms and financial shortages. Very often not enough attention is paid to the issue of reproductive health and health of women. The concept of sexual and reproductive health and rights in the EU and neighboring countries needs to be reinforced.

Need of further research and action

Taking into consideration that the existing data are incomplete and may not actually reflect the real situation due to the lack of the official data and underreporting, there is a need for a clearer picture of the state of sexual and reproductive health and rights and an overview of best practices. In order to best address the challenges facing women’s health and to advance human rights in the expanding European Union, sexual and reproductive health and rights must be recognized as part of the mandate of the EU. The EU should use to that extent the mechanisms and tools available in the most efficient way. For instance it can play an important role in raising awareness, promoting and assisting in the exchange of information and knowledge between the concerned Member States, identifying and spreading good practices and in facilitating the design of tailored made policies for the specific issues prevailing in Member States and/or special social groups. It shall also monitor and evaluate the progress in the application of such policies.

Discrepancies between Western Europe and the CEE

The SRHR situation in CEE stands in a notable contrast to the situation of women in Western Europe. The countries of Western Europe rapidly progressed in securing women’s right to reproductive health care in the 1990s. The Netherlands, for example, have a very liberal abortion law and at the same time one of the lowest reported abortion rates in the world. This is due to a comprehensive reproductive health program that includes universal, accurate sex education in schools, and easily accessible family planning services. In addition, overall HIV/AIDS prevalence has risen only slightly in the countries of Western Europe and the availability and accessibility of antiretroviral treatment has decreased morbidity and mortality. At a time when the European continent is unifying after the accession of new member states from Eastern and Central Europe to the European Union, the division between the East and the West on women’s health is increasing. To narrow this widening gap, the EU must take a more active and intersectoral approach in ensuring that the sexual and reproductive health and rights of all of its citizens are promoted and respected. The EU has the authority through its various institutions and laws to ensure that all EU member states guarantee through laws, policies and practices the sexual and reproductive health and rights of their citizens.

International human rights law and relevant jurisprudence support the conclusion that decisions about abortion belong to a pregnant woman alone, without interference by the state or third parties. Any restrictions on abortion that unreasonably interfere with a woman’s exercise of her full range of reproductive rights should be rejected. UN bodies and conferences have recognized that firmly established human rights are jeopardized and prejudiced by restrictive and punitive abortion laws and practices.

Abortion trends in the EU

Across the EU-countries in 2005, the highest abortion rates (abortions per 1,000 live births) were observed in Hungary, Latvia, Bulgaria, and Estonia (ranging from 499–670/1,000 live births); the Netherlands, Germany, and Finland report substantially fewer abortions. Average rates of abortion in countries in Eastern and Central Europe are higher than in Western Europe.

However, from 1995 to 2005, in these countries (the Czech Republic, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Bulgaria, Hungary, Slovenia and Romania) a significant decline in abortions per 1,000 live births was observed (WHO 2009). Abortions among adolescents and young women less than 20 years of age remain high, having increased during the period 1995–2005.

Restrictions on access to abortion in EU

Abortion is prohibited in three of the EU’s 27 member countries: Ireland, Malta and Poland. In theory in Ireland and Poland, it is possible to be granted an abortion under specific circumstances, for example, if the pregnancy is likely to cause the woman’s death. But this has proven very difficult in reality. In all countries abortions are performed whether legal or not, but many are illegal and unsafe. Women often risk illness, sterility and even death.

In Poland alone, about 200,000 illegal abortions are estimated to be performed each year. Every year a number of women die as a result of the procedure. Furthermore, the legal principles are applied with great rigidity. One case which upset many of the general public concerned an eleven-year-old girl in Romania who was refused an abortion despite having been raped. The reason was that the pregnancy was two weeks over the legal limit.

According to a medical-ethic committee there were insufficient reasons for overruling the legal limit – according to the law, all abortions after week twelve of the pregnancy are illegal, unless the fetus is badly deformed or the mother’s life is endangered. This, however, was not the case of the eleven-year-old.

Women in these countries who need to have an abortion and who have the financial means have the not-ideal option of seeking help abroad. Others are subjected to the illegal alternative. This not only puts their lives and health at risk but can also impose criminal penalties. For example, in Malta a woman risks three years imprisonment after an illegal abortion. Due to the risk of prison sentences or other legal punishments, no one wants to be held responsible if an operation fails.

Another important trend common for CEE is the low quality of abortion services and the lack of access to medical abortion (Bulgaria, Poland). Although most countries are characterized by high abortion rates, dilatation and curettage continue to be the most widespread methods. Furthermore, the services provided in public hospitals are generally of low quality (no choice of method, no counseling, no post-abortion contraceptive services, poor infection control and the use of general anesthesia as only method of pain relief, practices of exposure of women seeking abortions to anti-choice images).

Abuse of conscientious objection as a method of restricting access to abortion

Finally, it is important to note the practice of applying conscientious objection. Cases of conscientious objection’s abuse were reported in Poland and Slovakia. According to the Polish law, physicians can refuse to perform abortion or dispense contraceptives on the grounds of conscientious objection. The conscientious objection clause and the way it is exercised in Poland have become a significant barrier to accessing services by women to which they are entitled. It also happens quite often in Poland that conscientious objection is

3. In Central and Eastern European countries, abortion rates are much higher than in the EU. The sexual and reproductive rights (SRR) of women living in so-called “New Member States” are being constantly challenged. This includes effective negating of women’s right to reproductive health and self-determination. For example, while due to limited contraception options abortion is being used extensively by women from the region to control their fertility, there are continuing efforts to erode their right to legal abortion. This endangers the health and lives of the women. The lowest official abortion rates are to be found in the Czech Republic (212/1000), Lithuania, Slovakia and Slovenia (211/1000 women); the middle group consists of Bulgaria, Latvia, Estonia, Hungary, (around 40/1000 women); the highest abortion rate is to be found in Romania (529/1000 women).

4. The change of the constitution was followed by aggressive anti-abortion campaign. It is also expected that after entering to force of the new Constitution, the current abortion law will be applied more restrictively and some serious restrictions on the women’s right to abortion will be imposed within a year.

5. According to the draft, abortion would no longer be qualified as a medical service under the nation’s government-run health system, thus allowing physicians to opt out of doing them. The measure would also increase the monthly payments to pregnant women from the current 2,000 rubles (570) a month until birth. Furthermore the proposed legislation seeks to make it illegal to do abortions in the second half of pregnancy.

methods of family planning, such as periodic abstinence, of modern contraceptives and promote traditional many CEE countries, actively advocate against the use play an important role in politics and communities in The Catholic and Orthodox Church hierarchies, which are often ineffective. Gynecologists frequently lack the time or will to appropriately discuss contraceptives with their patients. As a result, misinformation and myths about the side effects of contraceptives abound, undermining their use.


### CONTRACEPTION

ICPD stated that all countries should, by the year 2015, seek to provide universal access to a full range of safe and reliable family planning methods. In addition, the Outcome Document of FWCW+5 set the target of 2015 for achieving universal access to high quality primary health care, including sexual and reproductive health care.

#### Family Planning services in the EU

No national governments in the EU have a clear and separate policy on sexual and reproductive health, but the majority of countries support family planning services, which are, on the whole, widely available through health systems, mostly through general practitioners.

#### Modern contraceptives' prevalence

While the average EU rate of modern methods of contraceptive use is around 65%, the average rate of contraceptive use in the Eastern and Central Europe is much lower with an average of around 31%, with the lowest rates in Romania and Lithuania (around 13, 5%) and the highest rates in the Czech Republic, the Slovak Republic (22, 3%), Hungary and Slovenia (around 47%).

#### Main challenges – financial barrier

SRHR surveys record limited availability and the high cost of appropriate contraceptives as well as the lack of counseling services in Central and Eastern Europe. Financial accessibility is crucial in increasing contraceptive use and preventing unintended pregnancies and all their consequences. Safe motherhood programs tend to ignore the specific needs of rural women and women from ethnic minority groups, this in some cases leads to discriminatory practices. In most of the Central and Eastern European countries (Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Slovakia) contraceptives are not covered by public health insurance making them inaccessible to many women and adolescent girls. Without appropriate education and counseling on the full range of contraceptive methods and pregnancy risks, women cannot make informed decisions regarding their use. The lack of accurate, unbiased, and comprehensive information on modern contraceptives further inhibits their access.

#### Politics of disinformation

The Catholic and Orthodox Church hierarchies, which play an important role in politics and communities in many CEE countries, actively advocate against the use of modern contraceptives and promote traditional methods of family planning, such as periodic abstinence, which are often ineffective. Gynecologists frequently lack the time or will to appropriately discuss contraceptives with their patients. As a result, misinformation and myths about the side effects of contraceptives abound, undermining their use.

---

**ADOLESCENT SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH – SEXUALITY EDUCATION**

The lack of accurate, unbiased, and comprehensive information on family planning methods further inhibits women's and adolescent girls' access to modern contraceptives. In none of CEE countries young people receive reliable and science based sex education in schools. Although there are often many classes, which are meant to teach young people some issues regarding reproductive health (for example during biology classes or other “life skills” or “health basics” courses) none of them are entirely devoted to sex education and are usually voluntary. Sometimes even the word “sex” is especially avoided. Often the classes are influenced by ideology and/or religion (in Poland “Preparation for Family Life” classes are strongly influenced by the Catholic teachings). Various initiatives are however being implemented by Ministries of Health or Education and the NGO sector (i.e. in Croatia, Armenia, Azerbaijan). As the youth is not educated sufficiently on reproductive and sexual health they often turn for information to peers and the media. This often causes misunderstandings, produces and reiterates myths which can be harming to young people.

#### Sexual health of adolescents in the EU

The rate of teenage pregnancies is generally increasing in the EU (actual rate between 12 and 25 per 1000 girls aged 15-19 years), with the lowest rates to be found in Netherlands, and Belgium, the middle group is formed by Germany, France, Finland and Denmark and the highest rates are to be found in Sweden, Italy and England and Wales. Within the EU, young people still do not have the same level of knowledge and skills in regard to sexuality. The differences in teenage pregnancy rates, e.g. the UK 28 per 1000 girls aged 15-19 years and the Netherlands, 7 per 1000, are striking. In Eastern Europe, the lack of sexuality education contributes to the insufficient use of contraceptives. Overall, more adolescent health programmes are needed. In some countries like Latvia, Bulgaria and Poland parental authorization is needed for family planning services. In Poland, no sexuality education whatsoever exists.

---

**HIV/AIDS PREVALENCE IN THE EU**

HIV and the development of AIDS is a major health issue in the EU population. Between 2000 and 2007, newly diagnosed cases of HIV infections increased from 44 per million (14,483 cases) to 58 per million (19,435 cases) in 28 EU countries. In 2007, the EU (excluding Italy and Austria) reported 26,279 newly diagnosed cases of HIV infection (64.1/million), with the highest rates recorded in Estonia (472/million, 633 cases total), Portugal (217/million, 2,302 cases total), and Latvia (149/million, 338 cases total). Romania (7/million, 158 cases total) and Slovakia (9/million, 39 cases total) reported the lowest infection rates. Among women the predominant routes of transmission are heterosexual contact and injection drug use. Between 2003 and 2005 newly diagnosed HIV infections among female injection drug users declined from 623 to 496. However, newly diagnosed cases as a result of heterosexual contact increased from 6,231 to 7,377. In 2007, mother-to-child transmission resulted in 270 cases of HIV infections. Despite the increase in newly diagnosed cases of HIV, between 2000 and 2007 the number of AIDS cases in EU Member States continued to decline, dropping from 20.8/million to 9.3/million, with the highest rates in Estonia (42.4/million), Portugal (30.2/million), and Latvia (23.7/million).
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Eastern Europe and Central Asia is the only region in the world where HIV prevalence clearly remains on the rise. An estimated 110,000 [100,000–130,000] people were newly infected with HIV in 2008, bringing the number of people living with HIV in Eastern Europe and Central Asia to 1.5 million [1.4 million–1.7 million], compared to 900,000 [800,000–1,000,000] in 2001, a 66% increase over that time period. Ukraine and the Russian Federation are experiencing particularly severe and growing national epidemics. With adult HIV prevalence higher than 1.6%, Ukraine has the highest infection level reported in Europe. A number of countries in the region have expanded access to antiretroviral therapy, although treatment coverage remains relative low. By December 2008, 22% of adults in need of antiretroviral therapy were receiving it - a level less than half the global average for low and middle-income countries (42%). Intravenous drug use remains the primary means of transmission in the region. In many countries, drug users frequently engage in sex work, magnifying the risk of transmission. With increasing transmission among the sexual partners of drug users, many countries in the region are experiencing a transition from an epidemic that is heavily concentrated among drug users to one that is increasingly characterized by significant sexual transmission.

Heterosexual transmission route

In Eastern Europe, heterosexual transmission was the source of 42% of newly diagnosed HIV infections in 2008.10 According to a recent study in the Russian Federation, having sex with an intravenous drug user increased the odds of acquiring HIV by 360%. As the rate of heterosexual transmission has increased, gender disparities in HIV prevalence are narrowing. In Ukraine, women now represent 45% of all adults living with HIV. Heterosexual contact causes nearly two thirds of infections in women in Russia and accounts for an ever-gro.

The MDGs framework that promotes gender equality (MDG5); improvement of maternal health (MDG5), with a specific target on universal access to reproductive health, and combating HIV/AIDS and other diseases (MDG6);

The UN and International Treaty Monitoring Bodies have recommendations for Member States.

The Declarations and the Programmes and Platforms for Action of international conferences are considered soft law, i.e. they are not legally binding like human rights treaties and conventions. They are, in fact, moral commitments made by signatory states and do not imply automatic integration into domestic law. These commitments result in external pressure to comply with a given agreement and, ultimately, political embarrassment for states that fail to comply. They are intended, therefore, while offering no guarantees, to promote enforcement inside national borders of the provisions of the international consensus.

13. The human right of women include their right to have control over and decide freely and responsibly on matters related to their sexuality, including sexual and reproductive health, free of coercion, discrimination and violence (paragraph 96, Platform for Action).

14. The Declarations and the Programmes and Platforms for Action of both the UN International Conference on Population and Development (Cairo, 1994) and the United Nations Fourth World Conference on Women (Beijing, 1995) mark a turning point in ways of thinking about sexuality and reproductive matters. In IPCD and FWCX, sexuality and reproductive health were for the first time considered from a human rights perspective. The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW, 1979) provides that states shall ensure men and women..., the same rights to decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of their children..., guarantees access to necessary information and education, and, with the means to control their family size. According to CEDAW Recommendation 21, family planning is understood as: guaranteed sex education, availability of family planning services, availability of safe and reliable methods of contraception, freely available and appropriate measures for the voluntary regulation of fertility for the health and well-being of all members of the family. In its General Comment (no.14, 2000) on article 16 of the UN International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights dealing with the Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights recognizes the right to sexual and reproductive freedom, the right to access to education and information on sexual and reproductive health, and the availability, accessibility, acceptability and quality of health care facilities, goods and services.

15. The PACE’s resolutions are ultimately non-binding, they serve as an official viewpoint of PACE, and can be seen as a recommendation to member states and other European governmental bodies.

16. Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Resolution 1607, April 16, 2008 (15th sitting). The resolution calls for specific changes including desecratizing abortion, lifting other restrictions that block access to safe abortion, providing access to affordable contraception for men and women, and providing comprehensive sexuality education for young people.

17. The inclusion of SRHR in European policies is not systematic. The EP directives are legally binding documents that provide the Member States with a timetable for the implementation of the intended outcome. Non-legislative resolutions and reports provide recommendations for Member States. The resolution appeals to the Member States to legalize induced abortion and to ensure that voluntary abortions are carried out in E.

- The EP’s Report on Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights (2002) recommends that in order to safeguard women’s reproductive health and rights, abortion “should be made legal, safe and accessible to all”;
- The Council conclusions (2004) reaffirming commitment to the PoA, following the 10-year review of the programme in 2004. The conclusions called for more financing and support for sexual and reproductive health; urged specific attention to be paid to the right to reproductive health, and called especially for actions to prevent the increasing number of teenage pregnancies by making contraceptive methods more widely available for young people, making more use of information campaigns and improving the quality and accessibility of sexual education;
- The Council conclusions (2005) recognizing that sexual health issues, in particular maternal and child health, gender equality and HIV are key to meeting MDGs;
- EU Health Strategy (2008-2013) including the objective of “promoting sexual health and encouraging the development of a healthy lifestyle regarding sexual and reproductive behaviours”.
- The EP’s Annual Report on Human Rights in the World in 2009 and European Union’s policy on the matter (2010) insists “that women’s rights be explicitly addressed in all human rights dialogues”; recalls “the Millennium Development Goals, and stresses that access to education and health are basic human rights; believes that health programmes, including sexual and reproductive health, promotion of gender equality, empowerment of women and rights of the child should be prominent in the EU’s development and human rights policy, in particular where gender-based violence is pervasive and women and children are put at risk of HIV/AIDS, or denied access to information, prevention and/or treatment”; and welcomes the UN Human Rights Council resolution of 16 June 2009 on preventable maternal mortality and morbidity and human rights, which calls for urgent action in line with the Millennium Development Goals to prevent women from dying needlessly in pregnancy and childbirth; notes that the resolution was supported by the EU Member States, and calls on them effectively to promote the protection of the human rights of women and girls, in particular their rights to life, to be equal in dignity, to education, to be free to seek, receive and impart information, to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress, to freedom from discrimination, and to enjoy the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, including sexual and reproductive health;
childcare services and promote flexible working arrangements; strengthen the prevention of violence against women and the protection of victims, and focus on the role of men and boys in order to eradicate violence;

- The EP’s Report on Reducing Health Inequalities in the EU (2011) states that “the EU and the Member States should guarantee women easy access to methods of contraception and the right to safe abortion”41.

- EU Directive on patient’s rights in cross-border healthcare.42 The directive strengthens the EU integration in the field of health protection of its citizens. The directive increases possibilities to seek healthcare in another Member State and strengthens cooperation in different areas, such as networks of centers of reference for specialized care43.

### Gender equality in the EU

Among international organizations the EU stands out in its support for gender equality. The Lisbon Treaty considers “equality between women and men” among its core values and objectives and since 1996 the EU has committed to integrate gender considerations into all aspects of its operations and policies. It has been recognized that “gender equality cannot be achieved without guaranteeing women’s sexual and reproductive health information and health services are essential for achieving the Beijing Platform for Action, the Cairo Program of Action and the Millennium Development Goals”44. The idea of women’s rights as human rights was being viewed as highly needed for the empowerment of women and important for the progress of society in general. In its resolution on the follow-up to the ICPD Conference45, the EP calls for the EU to play a leading role in promoting the creation of networks, research and information exchange facilities concerning reproductive health care. The EU’s policy documents constitute a significant step forward in ensuring equitable access to healthcare. Even if the above mentioned texts are not legally binding for the EU Member States, they send a clear message from the only directly elected body of the EU to European and national decision-makers to protect the rights to access sexual and reproductive health services and supplies.

### Lisbon Treaty’s impact

Furthermore, the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty represents a historic opportunity to address the remaining gaps in the EU’s human rights and democracy policy: the Treaty provides the EU with a single legal personality, which will allow it to accede to the European Convention on Human Rights and enable the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) in Strasbourg to verify compliance by EU acts with the Convention. Moreover, with the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon, the EU’s Charter of Fundamental Rights became legally binding, thus strengthening protection of human rights in Europe. The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union can be utilized to advance SRHR as it upholds many human rights that can be adopted for the SRHR field, for example: the right to respect for her physical and mental integrity (Art 3), respect for private and family life (Art 7), freedom of expression and information (Art 11) and non-discrimination (Art 21), equality (Art 23) and right to access to health care (Art 35). The Charter reaffirms these rights as they exist in current treaties, including the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, and in the case-law of the European Court of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights. Human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and the respect for human rights: these are the core values of the EU, which are set out at the beginning of the Treaty of Lisbon. They are common to all Member States, and any European country wishing to become a member of the Union must respect them46.

### SRHR agenda in the European Parliament

The EP has played an important role in promoting human rights and SRHR in particular. This role, however, has been primarily limited to advancing SRHR within the EU’s development policy and has not been effectively applied to policies and practices within EU member states themselves.

The Committee on Women’s Rights and Equal Opportunities of the EP has certain powers and responsibilities in the EU. They include the evaluation and implementation of women’s rights in the EU, and follow-up and implementation of international agreements and conventions involving the rights of women. It is extremely important to stress the human rights perspective while advocating for SRHR.

However, commitments to progressive policies in the field of SRHR are not universal within the EU Member States’ programmes and policies. New Member States, but also some of the ‘old’ ones, bring different experiences and perspectives and, in some cases, different approaches to SRHR issues. In many new Member States, there is tension between the way SRHR is treated on the conservative domestic agenda and the way it is treated on the international agenda – despite the fact that most new Member States’ governments ratified international agreements related to SRHR, including CEDAW and the ICPD Programme of Action. And it is increasingly clear that support for SRHR issues within the EU is not as strong as it used to be.

### ASTRA mission: SRHR monitoring in the EU

ASTRA has monitored the SRHR-related developments on the EU arena for 12 years and has advocated for advancement of SRHR in Central and Eastern Europe. ASTRA acknowledges that the EU has always played an important role in promoting sexual and reproductive health and rights. Although reproductive health policies remain merely within the competence of the Member States, the EU could add value by launching a process of mutual learning, based on comparisons of reproductive health data and on sharing positive experiences and best practices in Member States’ sexual and reproductive health programmes and policies. It is important to stress, however, that an inter-sectoral approach is most effective as SRHR issues are complex and will only be effectively addressed if all the relevant EU institutions acknowledge their responsibility to tackle SRHR and coordinate efforts to advance and promote SRHR in the European Union.


41. The directive can be used to advance women’s access to SRHR services and can improve the access to abortion. Due to the restrictive law access to abortion is limited, moreover even women who are legally entitled to abortion are often denied access to services (e.g. Poland). It is assumed that if the directive is implemented, women will be given the opportunity to seek the services abroad, and the state of a woman’s origin will be obliged to reimburse the costs of services.

42. Declaration of the European Union Conference of Ministers of Gender Equality, Luxembourg, 4 February 2005

43. The European Parliament (EP) has also committed itself to the Programme of Action (PoA) of the International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD). In 1994 it passed a resolution supporting the ICPD PoA, and in 1996 another resolution supporting the implementation of the Cairo PoA.

44. Entered into force on the 1, December 2009.

45. The UK and Poland are not bound by the Charter.
While we welcome occasional mentions of SRHR in documents issued by the EU institutions, we are growingly worried observing the shift as it regards the EU’s investment in sexual and reproductive health. SRHR mostly appears in the development aid context and while being aware of the importance of promoting synergies between development and SRHR policies, we call on the EP to address the disparities in sexual and reproductive health and rights within the EU and within the Member States. It is essential to address the huge inequalities experienced by European women in terms of access to reproductive health services, contraception and abortion. The European Parliament has dealt only summarily with the differences in the situation regarding access to SRHR in the various Member States, and, in particular, has not examined the problem of backstreet abortion, especially where practiced without even minimal standards of hygiene, and of its consequences, which currently affect hundreds of thousands of women throughout the Community.

Taking into consideration that the most recent complex EU document addressing SRHR was issued almost a decade ago, ASTRA is of the opinion that the European Parliament should put forward concrete proposals, within its competences, to deal with the following issues:

- Drafting a second report on sexual and reproductive rights based on monitoring of the status of SRHR in Europe in the context of EP decisions and commitments;
- Calling on Member States to (1) guarantee women’s sexual rights; (2) bolster sex education programmes, especially those aimed at younger people; (3) guarantee the free provision of contraceptives and the dissemination of information on the different types of contraception at schools and higher education institutions; (4) make greater efforts in respect of specific preventive action to reduce HIV infection among women; (5) legalize induced abortion on the principle that it must be the woman herself who takes the final decision;
- Putting more pressure on the Member States to implement the existing Directives and Programmes dealing with elimination of inequality in these areas, through the legal system and by taking the necessary measures to ensure their effectiveness in the socio-economic domain;
- Taking measures to ensure the compliance of Member States’ national laws and policies with international human rights standards and World Health Organization recommendations calling on states to ensure access to a wide range of family planning services by making them accessible and affordable to all;
- Urging Member States to abide to their human rights obligations;
- Increasing political will within in the EU structures and in EU Member States to recognize that the EU has the mandate and responsibility to address SRHR issues within its entire territory.

ASTRA RECOMMENDATIONS

While we welcome occasional mentions of SRHR in documents issued by the EU institutions, we are growingly worried observing the shift as it regards the EU’s investment in sexual and reproductive health. SRHR mostly appears in the development aid context and while being aware of the importance of promoting synergies between development and SRHR policies, we call on the EP to address the disparities in sexual and reproductive health and rights within the EU and within the Member States. It is essential to address the huge inequalities experienced by European women in terms of access to reproductive health services, contraception and abortion. The European Parliament has dealt only summarily with the differences in the situation regarding access to SRHR in the various Member States, and, in particular, has not examined the problem of backstreet abortion, especially where practiced without even minimal standards of hygiene, and of its consequences, which currently affect hundreds of thousands of women throughout the Community.

Taking into consideration that the most recent complex EU document addressing SRHR was issued almost a decade ago, ASTRA is of the opinion that the European Parliament should put forward concrete proposals, within its competences, to deal with the following issues:

- Drafting a second report on sexual and reproductive rights based on monitoring of the status of SRHR in Europe in the context of EP decisions and commitments;
- Calling on Member States to (1) guarantee women’s sexual rights; (2) bolster sex education programmes, especially those aimed at younger people; (3) guarantee the free provision of contraceptives and the dissemination of information on the different types of contraception at schools and higher education institutions; (4) make greater efforts in respect of specific preventive action to reduce HIV infection among women; (5) legalize induced abortion on the principle that it must be the woman herself who takes the final decision;
- Putting more pressure on the Member States to implement the existing Directives and Programmes dealing with elimination of inequality in these areas, through the legal system and by taking the necessary measures to ensure their effectiveness in the socio-economic domain;
- Taking measures to ensure the compliance of Member States’ national laws and policies with international human rights standards and World Health Organization recommendations calling on states to ensure access to a wide range of family planning services by making them accessible and affordable to all;
- Urging Member States to abide to their human rights obligations;
- Increasing political will within in the EU structures and in EU Member States to recognize that the EU has the mandate and responsibility to address SRHR issues within its entire territory.
- Implement fully the EU commitments made in Cairo and Beijing before the Cairo+20 Summit in 2014.
ASTRA - Central and Eastern European Women's Network for Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights is a regional network created in December 1999 by women's rights organizations and activists from Central and Eastern Europe. Currently ASTRA consists of 28 organizations from 17 countries.

ASTRA mission

ASTRA advocates for full implementation of sexual and reproductive health and rights (SRHR) with special focus on specific reality of SRHR of women in Central and Eastern Europe. ASTRA aims at the prioritization of SRHR on international, regional and national agendas, in particular in the EU and UN institutions. ASTRA works towards transforming gender power relations in society so that women, girls, men and boys can enjoy their sexual and reproductive rights, and are equal, free and live in dignity.

ASTRA activities:

2. Organizing capacity-building trainings and workshops e.g. on Human Rights Instruments (2003), on Advocacy at the Council of Europe (2009), on integration of HIV/AIDS and Gender Equality issues (2010).
4. Preparing numerous letters and position statements addressing the UN and EU institutions related to current developments in the area of SRHR, i.e. regarding the EU’s anti-discrimination horizontal directive and cross-border health care directive.
5. Advocacy for SRHR agreements in the context of relevant international events - participation in the international conferences addressing women's rights, reproductive health and rights, sexuality, gender issues and population policies.
6. Supporting ASTRA Youth network, affiliated with ASTRA which gathers young activists from the Central and Eastern Europe and Balkan region.

ASTRA partners include: Center for Reproductive Rights (CRR), International Women's Health Coalition (IWHC), Association of Women’s Rights in Development (AWID), EuroNGOs.

ASTRA Members:

Albanian Center for Population and Development, Albania
Women’s Rights Center of Armenia, Armenia
Center “Women and Modern World”, Azerbaijan
Women’s Independent Democratic Movement of Belarus, Belarus
Bulgarian Family Planning and Sexual Health Association (BFPA), Bulgaria
Demetra Association, Bulgaria
Gender Education, Research and Technologies, Bulgaria
Bulgarian Gender Research Foundation, Bulgaria
B.a.b.e.– Be active be emancipated, Croatia
CESI – Center for Education and Counseling and Research, Croatia
Women’s Room – Center for Sexual Rights, Croatia
Women’s Center, Georgia
The Legal Center for Women’s Initiatives “Sana Sezim”, Kazakhstan
Family Planning and Sexual Health Association of Latvia, Latvia
Family Planning and Sexual Health Association of Lithuania, Lithuania
Shelter Centar – Macedonian Women’s Rights Centre, Macedonia
Reproductive Health Training Center, Moldova
Federation for Women and Family Planning, Poland
The East European Institute for Reproductive Health, Romania
Asociatia pentru Libertate si Egalitate de Gen - A.L.E.G., Romania
ECPI - Euroregional Center for Public Initiatives, Romania
AnA: Romanian Society for Feminist Analysis, Romania
Institute of State and Law, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia
Novgorod Gender Center, Russia
AND "Women's Health", Russia
Pro Choice, Slovakia
Women Health & Family Planning, Ukraine
Chantable SALUS Foundation, Ukraine